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Tuesday, February 23 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS?????

When the purification is greater than the understanding and you no longer know who
you are, where the characters of this world end and where the true expression of your
soul begins, only unite with God in prayer. Leave for your mind the despair of not
knowing who you are and put your heart in the Father, in the certainty of not being
anything.

You do not know who you are and you are not certain of what you must be because the
Truth escapes your comprehension. You are nothing of what you think. What you
know and understand of yourself is a fruit of the education and of the experiences of
this world. Your essence has been created to live something which is completely
unknown to you. So distant is the planetary consciousness from the Truth that this
world will start again.

As well as the planet, you also will start again: you will live your purification, and if
you let yourself be transformed and molded by God in trust, overcoming the fears of
losing yourself, soon you will be nothing to finally be fulfilled by the Divine Spirit, the
One that should inhabit you from the beginning.

You have been called to be an expression of God in the universes and not an expression
of yourself, of your skills and abilities.

That which is called a skill in life on Earth is often known as misery in the Kingdom of
the Heavens and it needs the balsam and the Grace of the Divine Mercy to transform
itself into a virtue, into a Divine Gift.

It is time to live that which your soul aspires, but it will not be easy or simple because
it will be mostly spiritually and mentally inevitable and painful. I say that it will be
painful because you will have to break the structures of beliefs about yourself, the false
truths that you have created with your thoughts and the thoughts of the others about
yourself.

You will break what you think you are and you will see yourself be devoid of what you
know of yourself. You will not find anything but emptiness and suspension in God. But
soon a breath will come, when your soul recognizes the light of the essence and, by the
means of it, which was hidden behind the hard structures of what you thought you
were, you will remember the Purpose that God has for you, and there will not be a
greater grace or a greater gift than this one, the encounter with God in your own
interior, by the means of that which makes you similar to Him, which is your purest
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essence.

To find purity, you must be clean, and to be clean, you will be purified.

The path is only one and the Law already conducts the human consciousness.

Those who elect to remain in their own darkness will be blinded by the light of Truth
because It will shine in the radiance of Christ, inevitably.

The One who loves you and prepares you to the encounter with the Light,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


